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FOREWORD
1

Although asset management is a fundamental element of ail of
FHWA's pavement programs, it is specifically addressed in the
pavement management program and is thus not addressed in
this report.

The better performing pavements area includes research,
development, delivery, and deployment of technology and
training activities associated with new and recycled materials;
the design system and selection of design features; and
construction processes. The goal is to develop pavements that
will have a longer service life, provide a smoother, quieter ride,
and require less maintenance.
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The Federal Highway Administration's Pavement Technology
Program is a managed suite of research, development, delivery,
and deployment initiatives focused on the improvement of
pavement performance. The goal of the program is to achieve
deployment of improved technologies that d l lead to more
durable, user-responsive, cost-effective pavement systems. The
program's effectiveness relies on the greatly expanded
participation of the FHWA field offices in the delivery and
deployment of pavement technology.
Key features of the program include the following:

4 The program is based on the formation of working

partnerships, thus reflecting the input and buy-in of
State departments of transportation, the American
Association of State Kghway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO),academia, and the pavement
industry.

The focus areas of better performing pavements and asset
management are composed of four technology programs:
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4 Portland cement concrete (PCC) pavement

4 Accomplishment of the program is a collaborative
effort by all FHWA headquarters and field offices.

4 Asphalt concrete pavement

4 Pavement management

The Pavement Technology Program has two major focus areas:
asset management and better performing pavements.
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The asset management area includes research, development,
delivery, and deployment of tools and methods to forecast
conditions and costs, assign values to assets, measure returns on
investments, measure resource capacity and user costs, quantify
benefits and opportunity costs, and evaluate investment
tradeoffs.

4 Long-term pavement performance (LTPP) studies

This report focuses on the PCC pavement technology program.

B U I L D I N G FOR T H E F U T U R E

1

PORTLAND CEMENT
CONCRETE PAVEMENT
TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
+ Performance Specifications and Construction Procedures

OBJECTIVES
The portland cement concrete pavement technology program is
composed of three elements:
Pavement evaluation and structural design

Performance spechcations and construction procedures
Those three elements comprise 13 key objectives:

+ Materials Characterizationand Mixture Design
I. Improved testing methods for materials
characterization and selection

10. Nondestructive testing (NDT)and other innovative
techniques for concrete pavement evaluation
11.Performance-related specifications (PRS) for rigid
pavements
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Materials characterization and mixture design

9. Effect of construction equipment and procedures

2. Procedures for predicting and preventing materialsrelated distress

13. Pavement smoothness

Each objective is addressed by multiple projects that encompass
the research, development, delivery, and deployment of the
technology; together, these projects will bring the concept of
high-performance concrete pavement (HPCP)into the state of
the practice. In many cases, projects are already underway to
accomplish these objectives; in other cases, additional effort or
new projects will likely be needed to achieve the objective (see
Table 1).
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3. Models and procedures to achieve high-performance
concrete for pavements

12. Advanced traffic management and construction
strategies

4. Use of advanced concrete materials

+ Pavement Evaluation and Stwctural Design

5. Pavement response and performance data for design
and analysis

6. Approaches for prevention of structural distress and
deterioration

Ar

7. New design concepts for
PCC construction and
rapid repair

8. Performance-based
rehabilitation strategies

Table 2 summarizes the funding needed by fiscal year
1998-2003 for these projects. Many segments of the 13 specific
objectives will be completed in the next 5 to 7 years
(see Table 3 for timeline and products).

2

A TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM FOR PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENTS

MATERIALS
CHARACTERIZATION
A N D MIXTURE D E S I G N

Models and procedures to achieve highperformance concrete for pavements

Improved testing methods for mterials
characterization and selection

trial-and-error process of mix design in the laboratory
even more time consuming and labor intensive than it
already is. Means are therefore needed to model the
behaviors of concrete mixes without actually having to
mix all of the possible combinations and cast specimens
in the laboratory. Work has begun on computer
simulation of concrete in order to optimize proportions
and properties. This work needs to be continued so that
most of the details of mix design can be worked out
through such simulations, with only small-scale
laboratory follow-up testing needed to verify predictions.
These models must be capable of designing concrete
mixes incorporating recycled materials, as well as special
mixes for maintenance or rehabilitation activities.
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The ever-increasingcomplexity of concrete mixtures has
made recipe specifications and empirical rules of mixture
design less reliable for obtaining concretes with the
desired performance for HPQ. The use of a range of
chemical and mineral admixtures, and the potential for
compatibility problems, have added to this complexity.
Improved tests are needed that better characterize the
materials involved in terms of their impact on the
performance of the concrete produced. This is
particularly true in the case of aggregates, whose
potential influence on concrete performance has not been
sufficiently investigated or categorized. The suite of tests
developed must also be able to evaluate any waste,
byproduct, or recycled material with the potential for use
in paving concrete.

The complexity of portland cement concrete mixes, as
indicated by objectives 1 and 2, above, will make the

Concrete mixes are becoming more and more complex.
Research is needed to determine the effect of admixtures,
and their interaction, on the long-term performance of
PCC. In addition, evaluation of other advanced materials,
such as fiber of various types, and a range of cementitious
and pozzolanic materials will be conducted in order to
determine their effect on performance of the concrete in
both the plastic and hardened conditions.
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Procedures for predicting and preventing
materials-related distress

Use of advanced concrete materials
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Premature materials-related distress in concrete
pavements appears to be becoming more widespread,
hvestigation to date indicates a variety of potential
causes for this problem. Work is currently in progress to
develop guidelines for the evaluation of materials-related
distress in existing pavements. Using these guidelines, the
distresses must be evaluated to determine the causative
mechanisms. Then, procedures for predicting and
preventing the distress must be developed for inclusion in
the mix design process for HPCP. To be successful, these
evaluation procedures must be applicable to job-specific
materials and proportions.

B U I L D I N G FOR T H E FUTURE

PAVEMENT EVALUATION
AND STRUCTURAL DESIGN
5.

New design concepts for PCC construction and
rapid yepair
The three currently used new pavement types (in order of
use) are: jointed plain concrete pavement (JPCP),
continuous reinforced concrete pavement (CRCP), and
jointed reinforced concrete pavement (JRCP). They have
all been around for some time, and all can have
performance problems. Because JPCP and CRCP have the
greatest potential for HPCP, they are the focus of future
design improvements. New design concepts for
construction andlor rapid repairs may also need to be
developed to help deliver the HPCP concept. These might
include such approaches as precast/prestressed concrete
slabs or post-tensioned pavements, The merits of two-lift
construction, as practiced in Europe and demonstrated in
Detroit, must also be explored.

Pavement response and performance data for
design and analysis
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Most design and analysis ~roceduresfor rigid pavements
are based on assumptions as to the behavior of concrete
pavements under a range of environmental conditions
and loading. The lack of agreement, even among experts
in the area, as to the magnitude and prevalence of the
effect of these factors indicates the need for further study
and clarification. Current studies are systematically
evaluating the effects of curling and warping of jointed
pavements and these effects in combination with loads.
This information, along with performance data, needs to
be formatted so that it can be used in design, analysis,
and evaluation processes leading to HPCI? This
information would feed into the AASHTO 2002 design
guide, as well as later design guides.

Approaches for prevention of strz&tral distress
and deterioration

8.

Performance-based rehabilitation strategies

In order to be successful, an ongoing rehabilitation
program must have a series of key elements.
Rehabilitation trigger values must be defined for each
performance element of concern so that rehabilitation is
scheduled and performed in a timely manner.
Performance models must be developed to predict the
performance of various rehabilitation treatments.
Guidelines for selection of the appropriate rehabilitation
options must be developed and provided in an easy-to-use
format.
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The performance of in-service pavements needs to be
evaluated for possible deficiencies in the currently used
rigid pavement design procedures. Use of LTPP data will
be an integral part of this evaluation, and the results will
be used in support of the development of the AASHTO
2002 design guide. Design procedures for reinforcing steel
will be evaluated, and an optimized procedure will be
developed for jointed reinforced concrete pavement
(JRCP) and continuously reinforced concrete pavement
(CRCP).Also, optimized design procedures for lean
concrete bases will be developed based on LTPP data and
data collected through FHWA's test and evaluation
project 30.
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6.

7.

3

4

A T E C H N O L O G Y P R O G R A M F O R P O R T L A N D C E M E N T CONCRETE P A V E M E N T S

PERFORMANCE
S P E C I F I C A T I O N S AND
CONSTRUCTION
PROCEDURES
9.

Effect of construction equipment and
procedures

FHWA has had an ongoing program of research in the
area of PRS for rigid pavements to help ensure the
constructlon of HPCP. States are advancing through the
continuum of cookbook specifications to quality
controVquality assurance (QCIQA)specifications to PRSbased specifications. Determination and setting of limits
on performance parameters are part of the development
process. In order for this program to succeed, advanced
nondestructive tests must be developed, vaiidated, and
implemented as necessary to measure the performance
parameters. This test development will be coordinated
with nondestructive testing techniques. PRS deliver);
depends on buy-in to the concept and then cooperation
by the States and industry,
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The size and sophistication of concrete paving equipment
has greatly increased over the past several pears. The
effect of these changes on the performance of pavements
constructed with this equipment should be carefully
evaluated so that it can be optimized. This needs to be
coordinated with the investigations of materials and mix
design to ensure that the construction equipment and the
mixes being developed are compatible with each other
and that HPCP is the result. Pavement texturing and
curing must be investigated and optimized as a part of
this effort. Close cooperation with the paving and readymixed concrete industries and equipment manufacturers is
a necessity to meet this objective.

Perfomance-related specifications (PRS) for
rigid pavements

0. Nondestructive testing (NDT) and other

Under certain situations, user costs and delays can
outweigh all other considerations for pavement
construction, reconstruction, or rehabilitation. In these
cases, special steps must be taken to minimize lane
closures and reduced traffic access. Examples of strategies
currently used in fast-track paving are nighttime paving
and high early strength concrete, which allow pavements
to be opened earlier to traffic. These and other logistical
and construction options need further evaluation in order
to develop a set of guidelines for delivery to the States.
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innovative techniques for concrete pavement
evaluation

Advanced traffic management and construction
strategies

A number of NDT techniques and other available

technologies have the potential to improve our ability to
evaluate the characteristics and properties of concrete
mixes and concrete pavements. One pressing example is
the need for a quality control procedure for determining
the placement of dowel bars at joints. This problem will
be addressed in partnership with the concrete paving
industry. A workshop of viable NDT techniques for
concrete will be developed and delivered. This workshop
will address a wide range of concrete and concrete
pavement properties and characteristics, as well as the
techniques to measure them.

Pavement smoothness

Initial (as-constructed)smoothness of concrete pavements
has long been an important issue in the construction of
concrete pavements. Advances in concrete materials and
paving equipment have enabled the construction of eversmoother pavements. Currently there is no definitive
guideline as to what level of smoothness is appropriate
for concrete pavements. Initial smoothness wilt be
investigated to determine its impact on long-term
pavement performance, as well as on ride quality, as
perceived by the traveling public.

Table 1. P O R T L A N D C E M E N T C O N C R E T E P A V E M E N T PROJECTS
Materials Characterization and Mixture Design

[ I ) Improved testing methods for materials characterization and selection
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To extend concrete pavement life through enhanced equipment and procedures for materials selection, distress potential prediction, and mixture design optimization.
Topic Areas:
( 1 ) Improved testing methods for materials characterization and selection
(2) Procedures for predicting and preventing materials-relateddistress
(3) Models and procedures to achieve high-performance concrete (HPCJfor pavements
(41 Use of advanced concrete materials

Project
Title

Project
Description

Project
Type

DP-75 Field Manaqement of
Concrete ~ k e s
TE-34 SHRPShowcase
Contracts
Petrographic
Manual
Petroaraohic
~echii~ues
Petrographic
Examrnat~on
PCC Rheoloav
and ~ o r k a b r ~
Freeze-Thaw
Durabilrty
Thermal Coeffic~ent
of Expansion
PCC
Permeability
~hrinkaqe
potent61
M~croCrackrng

Demonstrate stateaf-theart testrnq equipment
usrng the moblle concrete laboratory
Deliver rnformatlon on SHRP oroducts, conduct eaurpment
. .
loan program; and provrde t6chnical assistance
Reprlnt manual and dellver to field

Delivery/Deployment
Contract
Delivery/Deployment
contract
Delrvey
Staff
Development/Deployment
Contract
Development
Contract
Research/Dwelopment
Contract
Research

i
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Deveio~and deliver worbhor, based on
Petrographic
'
Manual
Develop expert system for petrographic
examrnatron
Dweloo a slmole and workable test for the
PCC workabrlrty
to the freezethaw test
developed under SHRP
Develop test procedures and equrpment to measure the
thermal coefficient of expansion of concrete
Evaluate vanous permeability test methods In
relation to concrete durability
Evaluate shrinkaqe potential of PCC

occurrence and the impact of
performance
Develop synthes~sof vanous topics related to
materials and mix design for HPC
lnvestrgate effect of cemenhtious compounds on
concrete performance
Aggregate tests related to field performance
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Gurdelines for Opt~rn~zrnq
Materials and Mix ~ e s r ~~ On ~ H P C
Effect of Cemenutrous
Compounds
Aggregate
Charactenration
NHI Course 13 1 1 9 Portland
Cement Concrete Materials

Training course to provrde introductron or refresher for
Inspectors & engineers working in PCC construction

I

Development
Staff
Research
Staff
Research
Staff
Research
Contract
Development
Contract
Research
NCHRP
Development
NCHRP
Delivery
Staff

Table I.P O R T L A N D C E M E N T C O N C R E T E P A V E M E N T PROJECTS (CON~INUED)
Project
Description

Project
Title

Project
Type
--

(2) Procedures for predicting and preventing materials-related distress

-

Develop procedure to analyze arr voids in PCC
uslng automated linear traverse systems and semrautomated pornt count systems
Develop guldehnes for detect~on,analysrs, and
treatment of materials-related drstress rn PCC
Evaluate exmng tests to determme reactron of
aggregate sources and concrete mrxes
Develop procedure to evaluate remaining ASR
distress potentral in exlstlng concrete pavement
Synthesrs of research/development projects

Materials-Related
D~stress
MIXSpecrfic
ASR PotenUal
ASR
Remain~ng
D~stressPotentral
Gurdelrnes on PCCP Evaluat~on
and Repa~r/Rehabtlrtatron/Re~lrn~
Ophons

(3) Models and procedures to achieve HPC for pavements

1

Demonstrate quality concrete m~xdesign,
hatching, and construction procedures
Develop gurdelines on optrmrzed strength
concrete for pavement
lnvestrgate feasfbrllty of using statrstical
experimental desrgn to opumlze concrete mrxtures
Evaluate lrnlung materials databases from d~fferent
sources and agencres Into integrated system
Develop guldellnes for recycled PCC rn
aavement~
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--

DPI 19
~ u a / l tconcrete
y
Evaluat~onof PCC Strength and
Atsoclated Propertres
StatatlcalApproach to
MIX Optimizat~on
L~nkMaterials
Databases
Recycled PCC
Aaareaate

Delrvery
Staff
Development
Staff
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Del~verreport to field

Early D~stressrn Concrete
Pavements
Automated Image Analysls System
for PCC A r Voids Analysrs

Development
Contract
Development
Staff
Development
Contract
Development
Contract

Development
Contract
Development
Contract
Development
Staff
Development
Contract
Development

-

Cnntmct

-
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(4) Use of advanced concrete materials
Effect and lnteractlon
of Admrxtures
~dvancedMater~als
Evaluation

Determine effect and ~nteractionof concrete
admvctures on long-term performance of PCC
Evaluate advanced materials as part of TE-30,
such as fiber rernforclna and GGBF slaa

Research
Contract
Research/Development
Work Orrlpr

-

Table 1. PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENT PROJECTS [COMINUED)
Pavement Evaluation and Structural Design

(5) Pavement response and performance data for design and analysis
Project
Title

Project
Description

2

-

~

-

1

Develop workshop on PCC pavement desiqn and
conaructlon based upon recently completed research
Develoo and deliver lnteractrve CDROM of
recommended practrces for PCC des~gn6 constructron
Conduct research on the effect of curlrng and
warping on the performance of PCC pavement
Time seauence lonaitudinal ~rotiledata and
of roughness
analysis to explore The deve~b~ment
Develop/dellver LTPP products from research and
analysis from LTPP for'rmplementatronteam
Develop/delrver LTPP products from research and
analysrs from LTPP for HNG453
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Project
Type

iv

Workshop on Portland Cement
concrete Pavement Destgn
interactive CDROM on PCC
Pavement Desrgn and Constructron
Curlrng and
Warprng
Deveio~ment
- - , - of Rouahness
in PCCP
LTPP product Development
and Delrvey (I)
LTPP Product Development
and Delivey (11)
-
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To achieve HPCP by extending the service life and minimizing the life-cycle costs of concrete pavements, through enhanced design procedures based on a better
understanding of the relationships among pavement design, response, and performance.
Topic Areas:
(5) Pavement response and performance data for design and analysis
(6) Approaches for prevention of structural distress and deterioration
(7) New design concepts for PCC construction and rapid repair
18) Performance-based rehabilitation strategies

1

DeveloprnenWDel~very

Contract
Research/Dwelopment
Research/Development Contract
Research/Development
Contract
Development/Delivey/Deployment
ContracVSGtff
Development/Deirvety/DepIoyment
ContracVStaff

-

1

(6) Appmaches for prevention of structural distress and deterioration

Develop an optim~zedsteel desrgn procedure for
JRCP and CRCP
U ~ I I ~ ~ ~SPZ2
T P project
P
to refine PCC structural desrgn
process In support of M H T O 2002 gurde
Develop a procedure to design an optimized LCB
for PCC usrng results from TE-30 and SPS-2 projects
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Optrmrzed Steel Des~gnfor
JRCP and CRCP
Pavement Structural
Desrgn (SPS-2)
Optrmized LCB Deslgn

DevelopmenWDelrvery
Contract
DevelopmenWDelrvey
Contractfitaff
Development/Delrvey
Contract

Table 1. PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENT PROJECTS (CON~INUED)

Project
Title

Project
Description

Project
Type

(7) New design concepts b r PCC construction and rapid repair

Precast PCC Panels
for Pavements
Advanced Design Features from
TE 30 Prqects
Alternat~veLoad Transfer Devices
Thm-Bonded Overlay Guidelines
Gu~danceon Two-Lft Constructron

twdlft constmction using waluations from TE-30 projects
Test and evaluate h~gh-performance
concrete
mvement ~roiectsfeatures

High-Performance Concrete
Pavemenrr

Unbonded PCC Overlays
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(8) Performancebased rehabilitation strategies

NHI 13 108 -Techniques for
Pavement Rehabilitation
SP 205 Qualrty Concrete Pavement
Rehab~l~tatron
and Preservation
Guidance on Patch Quallty
Materrals
Repa~rand Rehabrl~tat~on
and Technrques for PCC
SR-7 Bonded Concrete Overlay

Deliver NCHRP report and develop guldance
based upon report
Develop updated material for course relative to
concrete rehab based upon SP-205 & other projects
Test & evaluate exrsting effectwe techniques for PCC
rehab and repalr, develop & delrver gurdelines
Develop guidance on PCC patch quality,
extensron of H i 00
Research on costeffectrve rehabhtatlon matenals
and techniques
Dwelop guldance on deslgn and constructron of bonded
concrete overlays, based on SPS-7 & other projects
Evaluation of data on performance of alternate
rehabilitation treatments /GPS/SPS-6)
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Petformance of Alternate
Rehabllitahon Treatments

Development
Partnership
DevelopmenVDelrvery
Contract
Research/Development/Delivery
contract
Development/Del~very
Contract
Development/Delrvery
Contract
Development/Delivey
Contract
DevelopmenVDelivey
Contrart/Staff
Development
Coon A a r ~ e r n ~ n t
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Test and evaluate ultra thrn whitetopping (WJ
In ALE
n partnersh~pwrth ACPA
Develop/deliver gu~delrnesfor whrtetopping
exlsting asphalt pavements rncluding UTW
lnvest~gatefeasrbrlfty of using precast PCC for
new pavement and rap~drepalr of existing pavements
Test and evaluate advanced des~gnfeatures t o m
TE-30 projects
Develop guidance for cost-effective use of load

Accelerated Testing
of UrW
Guldelrnes for Whitetopprng

DevelopmenVDelivery

staff
Research/Development/Del~very
Staff
DevelopmenVDel~very
Contractfitaff
Research/Development
Contract
DevelopmenVDel~vey
Contract
DevelopmenVDel~very
Contract

Table 1. P O R T L A N D C E M E N T C O N C R E T E P A V E M E N T PROJECTS

(CONTINUED)

Performance Specification and Construction Procedures

(9) Effect of construction equipment and procedures

Gurdelrnes for Jornt Sealant Use
Gurdance on Corros~on
Resrstant Dowels
Gurdelrnes for Jornt Desrgn
HIPERPAV

Frrchon and
PCC Texture

Type

Develop gurdelrnes on when and how to sealjornted
concrete pavement based on TE-30 and other projects
Develop gurdance on corroslon resrstant dowels
based upon TE-30 projects and other sources
Develop/dehver gurdance on jornt desrgn
Develop/val~dateHIPERPAV

lnvestrgate the effechveness of current curing
materials and practrces
Develop gurdelrnes forjornt sawrng, proper
consolrdatron and curlng through DPI 19 projects
Trarning course to provrde overvrew of the entrre
portland cement concrete paving process
Develop gurdehnes/workshop based upon
synthesrs of SIX research/development projects
field-valrdated texturmg gurdelhes based
~evsop
on TE-30 projects
Collect and analyze data to explore/vai~date
relationshros between frrct~onand FCC texture
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Performance of PCCP Currng
Materrals and Technrques
Guldelrnes for
Qualrty Concrete
NHI Course 13 133 - Construchon of
PCC Pavements
Managrng Physrcal, Chemical & Mechanical
Development of PCC durmg Constructron
Texturing Curdelrnes

Project

Project
Description

hi

Project
litle
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To consistently build HPCP that can be opened to trafficsoonei; through enhanced equipment and procedures; performancerelated specifications; advanced traffic management and
construction planning strategies.
Topic Areas:
(9) Effect of construction equipment and procedures
( 1 0) NDT and other innovative techniques to evaluate concrete pavement
( 1 1 ) Performance-relatedspecifications for rigid pavements
( 12) Advanced traffic management and construction strategies
( 13) Pavement smoothness

-

Development/Dei~vety
Contract
Development/Delrvery
Contract
DevelopmenVDelrvety
Contract
~evel@ment/~el~vey
Contract
Research/Development
Contract
Development/Del~vey
Contract/Staff
Delwey
Partnershrp
Development
Contract
~evelopment/~elr
Contract
Research/Development
Contract

Table 1. P O R T L A N D C E M E N T C O N C R E T E P A V E M E N T PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
Project
Description

Project
Title

Project
Type

Qualrty Control Procedures for
Dowel Bar Placement
NDT Equipment

Concrete Strenath

Develop QC procedure for dowel bar placement

for natronal effort to showcase and
promote NDT products for concrete pavements
Investigate method of determrnrng c
strenath nondestructivelvd ~ r l and
n ~ after cunna

( I 1 ) Performancerelated specifications for rigid pavements

-

Establ~shrelat~onshipsbetween PCC pavement construction
qual~tycharacter~stlcsand pavement performance Val~datermprovements to d~stressprediction
models used in prototype PRS for PCC pavlng
Develop a conference to inform S t # %and contractors
about PRS concepts, benetits, and spec~ficat~ons
Collect and summanze information on costs, and
establish measures of speclficat~oneffectrveness
Conduct an fnvestrgatronon the effectiveness of
qualrty assurance specrfications
extend?^^ guldelrnes and concepts for pavement
surfaces to the entire pavement structure
Extend PRS gurdellnes and concepts for new pavement
construction to PCC rehabrltation
Condua executwe-lwel andworkrng-level
courses to educate SHAs and fndustry on PRS
concepts
Construct T+E projects for PRS

-
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Lab/Field lnvestrgatron of PerformanceRelated
PCC Pavement Construct~onVar~ables
Vabdatron of Performance Models
for PCC Pavement Constructron
Evaluation of lnltral PRS
Systems
OpDmnat~onof Acceptance Criterla and
Establrshment of Cost-Effectwe PRS
Effectiveness of Construct~on
Specificat~ons
Development of PM for ?herall
Pavement Structure
Development of PRS for PCC
Pavement Rehabilrtatlon
PRS Trarnng
Courses
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(1 0) NDT and other innovative techniques for concrete pavement evaluation

Test and Evaluauon Project
for PRS

-

-

DevelopmenVDelrvery
Partnership
~evelo~ment/~e~vey
Contract
~esearch/~evelopment
Contract

-

Research/Development
Contract
Research/Development
Contract
Development
Contract
Research/Development
Contract
Research
Smff Study
Research/Development
Contract
~esearch/~evelopment
Contract
DevelopmenUDelrvery/Deployment
Contract

1

I

DevelopmenVDelivey
Contract

Table 1. PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENT PROJECTS
Project
Title

(CON~INUED)

Project
Description

Project
Type

(12) Advanced traffic management and construction strategies

(1 3) Pavement smoothness

Develop and deliver workshop on high-volume,
hiahsoeed corridor reconstruction usina PCC

lona-term performance of PCCP

Management Consultant

Provide management support for the Concrete
Pavement R&T program
Conduct research/development/del~very/
deployment services as spectied
Conduct scannlng tnp to other countries to assess
rnnovative technology for applicatron rn US
Sponsonhlp of natronal and lnternatlonal
conferences to showcase HPCP accomplishments
Additional support servrces, not included rn
~ndiv~dual
staff studres

Ar

Partnersh~p
Agreement
with ACPA
lnternatlonal HPCP
Technology Assessment
Nat~onai/lnternat~onal
Conferences on HPCP

ch

Lonq-Term Performance

Other

Developmenr/Deliveiy
CoooerativeAareement
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High-Volume, High-Speed
Corridor Reconstruction

Contract

Various
Contract
Various
Partnership
Del~ve$Depioyment
Contract
~elivety/~epioyment
Contract
Various
Staff

~ a b l e 2 . F u N D l N G SUMMARY F O R

PORTLAND C E M E N T C O N C R E T E P A V E M E N T PROGRAM
Funding Need by Fiscal Year ($1000)
1998 1999 2000
2001 ZOO2 2003

Program Elements
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Materials Characterization and Mixture Design

( 1 ) Improved testrng methods for materials characterization and selection
(21 Procedures for predictlnq and preventlnq materials-related distress

496

(4) Use of advanced concrete materrais

1045
20

1480
50
2000
50

Subtotals

1561

3580

-

0

(3) Models and procedures to ach~eveHPC for pavement

I

Pavement Evaluation and Structural Design

(5) Pavement response and performance data for design and analysis
(6) Approaches for prevention of structural drstress and deterloration

17) New desrgn concepts for PCC construction and rap~dreparr
(8) Performance-basedrehabil~tat~on
strategies

-

1

1

Subtotals

I

106
0
1000
450

1556

I

Subtotals

2700

3535

I

I

3165

I

3040

I

I

-

-

1

1

1350
250
1000
20
2620

1

Totals for Portland Cement Concrete Pavement

1

200
150
2250
-50

1

2650

I

/

2380

I

2500
305
0
0

100
1965
0
0

300
1 I00
0
0

525
300
200
0
200

425
300
200
0
200

3365

2410

1665

1225

1125

6717

1320

1

I

Other

(

1000
250
50
20

1

- 265

(9) Effect of constructron equipment and procedures
-

( I 0) NDT and other rnnovatlve techniques for concrete pavement evaiuatlon
( 1 1 ) Performance-related specrficat~onsfor rlgld pavements
/ 1 2) Advanced traffic management and construction strategies
11 31 Pavement smoothness

3270

1

250
200
100
170
2270
2415
400 ' 400

250
100
2925
260

1

2000
200

1450
0
1000
2s0

I

345
560

Performance Specifications and Construction Procedures

1070

' 10415 /

9000

/

7985

75
0
200

l o

1

0
275

I

7315

/

4945

Table3.CONCRETE PAVEMENT RESEARCH A N D T E C H N O L O G Y ACTIVITIES T I M E L I N E A N D PRODUCTS
Technical Topics
1

Timeline
1998

1999

2000

I

2001

2002

2003

Delver DP-75 - F~eldMgt of Concrete Mrxes

Develop workshop on
petrographic techniques
for nonexperts

Del~ver5 or more workshops

iv
ed

Improved methods for
rnatenals characterization DellverTE-34 'OnCrete
and selectron
Durability Showcase
Dehver Petrographrc
Manual reprint

Comments

on EXDWSvstem for Petroarmhc Examination

Ar
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NHI 13 1 19 Portland Cement Concrete Mater~alscourse

Table 3. CONCRETE PAVEMENT RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY ACTIVITIES TIMELINE AND PRODUCTS
Technical Topics

Timeline
1998

Procedures for predicting
and preventing materialsrelated distress

3
Models and procedures
to achieve HPC for
pavements

1999

2000

Comments

2001

2002

2003

Del~verReport on
Early D~stressof
Concrete Pavement

I

iv
ed

2

DP-I 19 Develop Workshop on Oualiy Concrete
Research on Statistical Approach to Mix
Optimization

Ar
ch
4

I

Deliver DP-I 19 Workshop t " E s p

I

Use of advanced concrete
materials

/CONTINUED]

Develop Linkinq

1

I

Table 3. CONCRETE P A V E M E N T RESEARCH A N D T E C H N O L O G Y ACTIVITIES T I M E L I N E A N D PRODUCTS (CONTINUED)
Timeline
Technical To~ics

1998

1999

6
I

7

-

2002

2003

Deliver 6 or more Workshops

7

Research on pavement structural deslgn
(SPS 2)
Develop Opt~m~zed
LC6 Des~gn

Research on Accelerated Test~ngof UTW
Develop~urdel~nes
for Whrtetoppmg
Delver Demo on Whitetoppmg/UTW
lncludrna UTW
Research on DesignlConstruct~on
of Pre-castPCC Panels for Pavement
TE-30 Test and Evaluation Projects
evel lop gu~danceon Alternative Load
Transfer Devices
Develop TBO guldellnes based on 0005 projects
Advanced Deslan Features KE-301
Deliver aujdance on 2- i
i
I lift con&uction TE-30
/ Dellver NCHRP Report / DevelodDeliver Worksho~on Unbonded I
1
on Evaluarlon of
0ve;lays based upon NCHRP Report

Ar
ch

PCC construct~onand raprd
repair

200 1

JRCP and CRCP

--

New desrgn concepts for

Comments

iv
ed

5

Approaches for prevention
of structural d~stressand
deter~orat~on

2000

Develop Workshop and Gu~dellneson
' Rlgld Pavement Des~gn
and Construct~on"
Develop lnteractlve CD-ROM on Rig~d

Pavement res~onse
and
performance data for design
and analysis

I

1

,

I

8

Performancebased
rehabilitation strategies

Develop update to NHI
for Pavement Rehab"

Research on SPS-7 Bonded Concrete Overlay

I
I

i

Dellvery of updated course

Delver gurdelines on BCO
Research on performance of alternate
rehabllmon treatments (GPS/SPS-6)

I
1

I

Table 3. CONCRETE PAVEMENT RESEARCH A N D T E C H N O L O G Y ACTIVITIES T I M E L I N E A N D P R O D U C T S
-

9
Effect of construction
equipment and procedures

1998

i

1999

Develop guidelines for
joint sealant use
Dwelop guidance on
corrosion resistant
dowels

1

-

- -

-

-

-

I

2000

I

200 1

Deliver Guidelines
Deliver Guidelines

&lop

2002

1

~uidanteon Joint Desian

2003

Deliver Guidance on Joint Desian

I

Develop F~eld
Validated Textur~ng
I Gu~dellnes TE 30
Develop Gu~del~nes
on PCC Fr~ct~on
and Texture

Ar
ch
I

Dellver Guidehnes

Del~verGurdel~nes

Develop/Del~verQual~tyControl Procedures for Dowel bar placement /
(ACPAJ
NDT and other Innovatwe
Deliver NDT Equipment Workshop
techniques for concrete
pavement waluat~o~ EqulPment Workshop
IDP-751
Dwe'OilyDT
I
I
Develor, test to determine in ritu strenath of concrete

i

(CONTINUEDJ

Timeline

of PCC pG (DPI 19)
consohda<on and
Del~verNHI !ourre ofioncrete ~aiementConstruct~on
7-

-

iv
ed

Technical Topics

-

1

1

Comments

Table 3. CONCRETE P A V E M E N T RESEARCH A N D T E C H N O L O G Y ACTIVITIES T I M E L I N E A N D PRODUCTS

(CONTINUEDJ

Timeline
Technical Topics

1998

1999

2000

Comments
200 1

2002

2003

12
Advanced traffic
management and
construction strategies

Develop Workshop on
High-Volume, HighSpeed Corridor
Reconstruction

I

iv
ed

11
Performancerelated
specifications for rigid
pavements

Deliver Worbhop

~I

~

1

13

Ar
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Pavement smoothness

Research on Effect of Inihal Smoothness on Lonpterm Performance

I

c

I
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A TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM FOR PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENTS

For more information, contact the Concrete Pavement Team:
Suneel Vanikar, P.E.
Office of Pavement Technology
Federal Highway Administration
400 Seventh St., S.W., HIPT
Washington, DC 20590
TEL: 202-366-0120

FAX:202-366-9981
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EMAIL:suneel.vanikar@fhwa.dot.gov

Mark Swanlund, P.E.
Office of Pavement Technology
Federal Highway Administration
400 Seventh St., S.W., HIPT
Washington, DC 20590
TEL: 202-366-1323

FAX:202-366-9981

EMAIL:mark.swanlund@fhwa.dot.gov

Stephen Forster, Ph.D., P.G.
Office of Infrastructure RD & T
Federal Highway Administration
6300 Georgetown Pike
McLean, VA 22101
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